
Biometric technology, such as fingerprinting and iris 
recognition, is the solution to modern problems in corporate 
security. Not only is it more convenient than many traditional 
forms of security, but it is also a cost-effective way to protect 
companies and their information. Choose biometrics for a safe 
and secure corporate environment. 

Biometric Security Solutions 



The Problems: Corporate Security 

Corporate security is an issue for everyone who works as part of the 
global economy in the twenty-first century. In 2002, representatives 
from Electronic Data Systems, Corp. (EDS) traveled around the 
United States to discuss corporate security and ways companies 
can protect themselves. During this presentation, Al Decker, 
Director of Security and Privacy Services at EDS, demonstrated to 
those in attendance some of the newest technologies on the market 
at the time, like the hand-recognition devices used at many airports 
around the world.1

 
Close to 90 percent 

of US companies 
had security 

breaches in 2002. 

Security breaches and transaction fraud are two problems that 
corporations face more often than they desire. In 2003, the 
Computer Security Institute and the FBI surveyed a group of U.S. 
companies and discovered that 90 percent had detected security 
breaches during the preceding year. Most of those companies 
probably had some security devices in use, but obviously something 
was still going wrong.2 

 
That same survey reported that the greatest vulnerabilities in 
computer security do not come from faulty hardware, or even a lack 
of security measures; the greatest vulnerabilities come from 
people.2 Since a company cannot get rid of people, it needs to 
invest in some sort of reliable security.3 
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The Problems: Security Breaches 

Something most companies have tried is passwords, such as a four-
digit PIN that employees punch into a keypad at the door or a 
personal secret to log into a computer network. Anywhere 
passwords are used there is the potential for easy access for a 
hacker. This makes passwords very unreliable.4 

 
Larger companies with multiple office locations or a need for many 
employees to access a secure network are just setting themselves 
up for a breach in security if they are not prepared.5 Most 
companies use network technologies, such as LAN and WAN, on a 
daily basis to access valuable and private corporate information, but 
with so many ways in and out of the company and so much that 
needs to be protected, having more security is a key issue.6

 
Problems abound all over the world when companies try to keep 
their property and information protected from unwanted eyes. There 
is no one perfect way to keep data entirely secure, but a new form 
of technology is making strides in the right direction. 

 
In a March 1997 report by 
the American Society for 
Industrial Security, 
researchers found a 323% 
increase from 1996 in how 
much money was spent 
annually on recovering 
from intellectual property 
theft. Out of the 1997 
security breaches, over 
70% were from inside 
sources, such as 
employee mistakes.7 

1996 1997 
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Traditional Security Methods 

Passwords are the number one way that companies try to secure 
their information, even though it is severely flawed. In 2004 at 
Telesis Community Credit Union in Chatsworth, California, Vice 
President of Information Technologies, Phil Fowler, decided to test 
the “secureness” of the $1.2 billion company. His IT team used a 
network password cracker to see if the employees were following 
Telesis’s strict password policies.8 

Within 30 seconds, 
almost 80 percent 
of the company’s 
passwords had 
been identified. 

 
Within 30 seconds of starting the program, almost 80 percent of the 
company’s passwords had been identified. Immediately, Fowler 
asked everyone to create stronger passwords that fit the company 
requirements, but a few days later, the same network password 
cracker identified 70 percent of the passwords. People either did not 
change their passwords, did not know how to follow the strict 
guidelines, or the strict guidelines were not strict enough.8 

Despite increasing 
threats from both 
inside and outside 
company walls, many 
large organizations still 
do not use a formal 
security policy. Datapro 
surveyed company 
officials whose 
overriding focus should 
be on keeping their 
data secure.7  

 
Other ways that companies may choose to secure at least the 
physical access to buildings and rooms is through requiring ID 
cards, removing outside door knobs and hardware, or controlling 
locks automatically.9 Although these measures may hinder 
someone from entering a room uninvited, they do not provide 
definite protection. ID cards can be lost by the owner or stolen by an 
imposter. Doors and locks can be broken or not completely sealed. 
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Fowler and his team decided that biometric protection was the 
safest option for their information. Instead of one authentication for 
the entire network, Telesis users scan their fingerprints for each 
application for increased security. This technology is just one 
example of a successful biometric application.8 

 

There are three methods used to authenticate the identity of 
an individual.10,11 
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Biometrics is the science of using mathematical analyses of human 
physiological or behavioral characteristics to authenticate users’ 
identities. Regardless of the type of technology, there are four main 
steps in the biometric process: 
 
1. A camera or other device captures an image 
2. A computer extracts key features from that image 
3. The computer creates a template of those key characteristics 
4. That template is compared to a database of previously-stored 

templates to determine if permission to access is allowed12 

 

Introduction to Biometrics 

Biometrics is the 
science of using 

mathematical 
analyses of human 

physiological or 
behavioral 

characteristics to 
authenticate users’ 

identities. 
This table is a comparison of biometric methods based on 
physiological features. The listed values are typical but can vary 
among manufacturers.10 
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Retinal Image 1.5 – 7.0 40 – 80 0.005 10-9

Hand Geometry 1.0 – 2.0 

For many years, biometric technology firms only manufactured 
products for high-security environments like government buildings or 
prisons. Most of the general public viewed fingerprint scanners and 
digital imaging devices as dreams of the future in an ultra-modern 
era that they would never see; however, with technology advancing 
quicker than expected, biometric security options are becoming 
more popular every year. The same companies that developed 
biometrics for high-security environments, along with a few new 
ones, are marketing corporate security devices for networks, PCs, 
and software, too.7  
 

10 – 30 0.800 0.8 
Fingerprint 1.5 – 9.0 300 – 800 0.014 10-6

Voice 5.0 100 – 1000 1.000 1.0 
Signature 2.0 – 4.0 40 – 100 1.000 0.5 

Walt Disney World 
uses biometrics to 

identify season-
pass holders. The 
Olympic Games 

use it for athlete’s 
housing quarters.13 
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There are a variety of ways that biometrics are used in the world 
today. More often than not, companies combine their biometric 
choices with other biometrics or with traditional security devices. 
One of the most common combinations is storing a fingerprint on a 
smart card, which can only be activated by the person with the 
matching fingerprint.14

Biometric Usage 

“Biometrics is 
certainly the most 

secure form of 
authentication. It’s 

the hardest to 
imitate and 
duplicate.” 

Avivah Litan, an analyst 
with Gartner Inc., a 

Stamford, Conn.-based 
technology analysis 

firm15 

In 2004, an independent company surveyed 840 corporate IT 
directors across Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
68% – believed biometrics are a justified security measure 
39% – anticipated staff or customer resistance 
37% – believed companies could abuse biometric technology 
51% – believed identity-theft crimes are a concern with biometrics 
55% – are considering fingerprint or iris recognition systems 
47% – believed technical malfunctions could be a problem 
80% – biometrics for border control and government security 
89% – biometrics for the FBI and CIA 
74% – biometrics for credit card validation 
70% – biometrics for personal ID cards 
53% – biometrics for welfare payment distribution 

Using Biometrics at Work
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According to a 1998 corporate research project by Frost & Sullivan, 
almost 80 percent of all global biometric sales are in fingerprint 
identification systems.13 Not only are fingerprints practical and 
reliable, but the systems are becoming more cost-efficient as 
technology advances. 
 
In the past, and even in some law enforcement departments today, 
fingerprinting was done with an ink pad and paper. The prints were 
sent to the FBI to be scanned into a national database. Although 
fingerprints are not just used for identifying criminals anymore, the 
whole process can still have that connotation. 

Fingerprint Scanning Technology 

Almost 80 percent 
of all global 

biometric sales  
are in fingerprint 

identification 
systems.13 

 
Modern technology has made the best-known biometric procedure 
electronic in two ways: small cameras under a transparent plate can 
take a high-resolution picture of a fingerprint; or digital sensors can 
record the patterns of a fingerprint resting on top of a silicon cell.10,17 

 
Once images are captured, computer programs and algorithms 
translate them into templates containing key patterns from the data. 
This way, only the patterns have to be compared during the 
identification process.10,14 In a McGraw-Hill article about the science 
behind fingerprints, the authors discuss three types of patterns: 
arches, loops, and whorls; and the delta and core focal points that 
are used for classifying the patterns.18 The complexities explained in 
the article all take place behind the scenes in modern fingerprinting. 
 
Databases are not the only place that fingerprints can be stored, 
although they are the most common. Some people worry that 
having their fingerprint enrolled in a database would be a threat to 
their privacy, so they prefer another type of storage, smart cards.14 

 
Similar in shape and size to credit cards, smart cards are secure 
ways to store fingerprint information for access control. Users carry 
this card to an application site, where, instead of scanning their 
finger for comparison on a database or just swiping an ID card, they 
insert the card and scan their finger so the computer can verify that 
the image stored on the card matches the current user. These two 
layers utilize both biometric and possession verification.14
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Fingerprint identification technology is a good choice for biometric 
corporate security for these reasons: 

 

Fingerprint Benefits & Drawbacks 

• Easily integrated into computer keyboards, mice, and 
handheld devices - the technology can be accessed 
effortlessly through every-day hardware19 

• Relatively inexpensive - compared to other biometric 
options, fingerprint scanners can cost just $37 each19 

• Stood the test of time - fingerprint identification was first 
introduced in the nineteenth century with inked prints, 
although the technology has become digital since then17 

• Can work for millions of people at a time - other biometric 
system databases have not been tested for as many people 
as fingerprinting has, for example, in the military19 

• Automatically encrypted - users do not have to worry about 
their fingerprint being stolen because the computer encrypts 
it into binary sequences8 

All technology also has downfalls, although fingerprinting does not 
have too many: 

 

• Sensitivity to interference - moisture, wounds, dirt or wear 
on a finger can distort the scanned image17 

• Criminal connotations - most people only think of law 
enforcement officers fingerprinting someone who commits 
a crime and are therefore hesitant to offer their fingerprint, 
even if it is for security purposes
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In the 1950s, John Daugman, a professor of computer science at 
Cambridge University, in Cambridge, England, started thinking 
about the processes needed to make iris recognition work. It was 
not until 1994, however, that he obtained the patent for this 
technology. Only four years later, over 20 companies had used his 
technology in biometric devices.13 

 
The iris is the externally visible colored ring around the pupil of an 
eye. Every human eye has a unique iris; even the two on one 
person are different. In fact, the probability of two iris patterns being 
identical is one in (1078). The distinctive patterns are formed before 
birth and remain constant throughout one’s lifetime.20 

Iris Recognition Technology 

In the 1950s,  
John Daugman,  
a professor at 

Cambridge 
University, started 
thinking about the 
processes needed 
in iris recognition. 

 
Collecting information from an iris is simple; one just has to look into 
a special digital camera so a picture of the front of the eye can be 
taken.12 A CCD (charge coupled device) camera then converts the 
visible light given off by an iris into a numeric code that is stored in a 
database.10,12 

 
Contrary to popular belief, there is no scanning involved in iris 
recognition, unlike retina biometric devices that map the blood 
vessels on the back of the eye.20 Users can stand up to 18 inches 
away from a digital iris recognition device, and it takes only two 
seconds for the machine to recognize a stored image.15,20 
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Iris Recognition Benefits & Drawbacks 

Modern iris recognition technology has many benefits: 

 

• Works for almost everyone - relatively few people do not 
have at least one eye, and even an iris of a blind person can 
be incorporated into a database20 

• Suited for large populations - the technology is designed to 
handle sizeable amounts of people and large databases20 

• High accuracy rate - there is only a one in 1.2 million chance 
that the wrong person would be allowed access or the right 
person be denied19 

• Above average user acceptance - most people are 
comfortable with having their picture taken, and no physical 
contact with the camera is required, making iris recognition 
less intrusive than other biometric options19,20 

• Flexible - the iris recognition technology can easily be added 
to an existing security system or used by itself20 

The few problems associated with iris recognition devices occur less 
than one percent of the time:10 

• Sensitivity to interference - similar to fingerprint scanners, 
iris measurements can be distorted by abnormally thick 
contact lenses or mirrored sunglasses10,13 

• Out-of-focus camera - although uncommon, an out-of-focus 
camera will not be able to clearly take pictures of an iris and 
can temporarily injure the system13 
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The Solutions: Convenience 

Biometric technology is the easiest security option for users. There 
are no complicated passwords to memorize or keys to obtain. Over 
time, users quickly became familiar with the new process and don’t 
even realize the extra step towards security. 

Biometric 
technology is the 
easiest security 
option for users. 

 
For companies that already have some type of security device in 
place, such as a keypad or card reader, fingerprint scanners can 
simply be adjusted to fit over the previous security. This way, 
companies do not have to worry about existing devices and how to 
replace them with a newer, easier system.4 

 
Installing and using biometrics is definitely money-saving for 
corporations looking for ways to secure their business. There are 
many profitable returns on the investment, such as taking away the 
costly price of resetting passwords. 
 
The Gartner Group research firm found that password-related calls 
to the help desk take up almost 30 percent of support time, and the 
cost associated with resetting a password can be between $30 and 
$150 per incident. Using biometrics can absolutely eliminate that 
cost. Some company IT departments, such as one for the Marriott 
hotel chain with 30,000 associates, require that passwords be 
changed every 90 days to ensure the safety of corporate 
information. With biometrics, there are no passwords to change and 
thus no extra costs from changing them.4,8

“It’s easier now to 
put biometrics on 

top of security than 
to take out the 

security and put 
biometrics in.” 

Joseph Kim, associate 
director of consulting  

at International 
Biometric Group4 

Money Spent on  
Resetting Passwords 

 
$30 per incident 

x 30,000 associates 
x 4 changes per year
$10.8 million per year 
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The Solutions: Cost-Effectiveness 

Biometrics used to be expensive for companies that did not have a 
strong necessity for high security. Obviously, government buildings 
and major corporations that needed secure protection could afford 
the up-and-coming technology, but only more recently have smaller 
companies started to look into biometric security options. 
 
The average company does not need as much security as larger 
ones, and may only need security that searches a database of pre-
approved people. Therefore, their biometric devices cost less 
because they do less.13 Fingerprint scanners that used to cost 
thousands of dollars now are cheap enough to install on computer 

 

keyboards and USB flash drives. 

eople who think that biometric scanners are intrusive, 
ecome 

t they 

long those lines, people who are concerned about the privacy of 

otect 
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uncomfortable, or an invasion of privacy will eventually b
more comfortable with the technology, and their perception will 
change once they understand the limited nature of the data 
involved.13 Some methods are more intrusive than others, bu
are being used for good reasons and are easy to adjust to. 
 
A
their personal data should not be concerned about a minimally 
evasive procedure. Handheld devices, such as the HP iPAQ 
hx2700, are starting to include a fingerprint swipe sensor to pr
sensitive personal and corporate information.21
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The Future of Biometrics 

In December 2004, the Council of the European Union announced 
that both fingerprint and facial images will become mandatory for all 
EU passports during the next 18 months.22 This conforms to the 
International Civil Aviation Organization standards and is supposed 
to protect against false passports and passport holders. 

Both fingerprint 
and facial images 

will become 
mandatory for all 

EU passports in the 
next 18 months. 

 
In the near future, companies should expect to see interoperable 
biometric devices and standard agreements between 
manufacturers.19 This way, users would not be limited to a specific 
brand of biometrics and could easily tie different products together. 
The ability to combine biometric technologies is important for 
increased security. 
 
Finally, as companies refine the technology over time, the prices will 
continue to drop and more people will realize how affordable secure 
technology can be.4 Biometrics are increasingly being integrated 
into a wider variety of products, so eventually almost everyone who 
owns technology will own biometrics. 
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Conclusion 

Attorneys at Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, who specialize in 
electronic and intellectual property law, suggest that corporations 
considering biometrics first examine their existing general security 
policies and procedures to see if high-tech security is a necessity.7 

Corporations 
considering 

biometrics should 
first examine their 
existing general 
security policies 

and procedures to 
see if high-tech 

security is a 
necessity. 

“If something is 
easy, cost-effective, 

and makes data 
more secure, it’s 

going to get used.” 
Greg Fournier,  

 
A cost-benefit analysis of biometric security should compare the 
value of the information that needs to be protected with the benefits 
of implementing biometric technology.7 If a company does not mind 
losing information, it should not waste money on reliable, biometric 
security. However, for every company that spends a lot of time and 
money on developing original ideas and surviving in the corporate 
world, security should be first on its list of major investments. 
 
After applying any type of security, especially biometrics, companies 
should be sure to evaluate its effectiveness periodically. Too much 
security is not only costly and unmanageable, but it could hinder the 
data flow in a network or business. On the other hand, too little 
security does not protect important information as needed. An 
effective security system would have the user’s needs balanced 
against any user inconveniences.7,9 product line manager 

 of American Power 
Conversion4  

Many IT workers are wrongly content with their company’s security. 
Too often they wait until a serious security breach before they look 
for ways to guard against another one happening. Incorporating 
biometrics into corporate security today can protect you company 
from inconvenient and expensive security problems later. 
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Biometric Security
Laura Castle



Biometric Technology

• Using mathematical analyses of 
human characteristics to 
authenticate identities

• A cost-effective way to protect 
your company and information



Fingerprint Scanning



Iris Recognition



A Cost-Effective Solution

• Causes profitable returns on 
investment

• Cheap enough to install on 
computer keyboards and USB 
flash drives



Conclusion

• Many IT workers are wrongly 
content with their company’s 
security

• Don’t wait until a serious 
security breach before you look 
for ways to guard against 
another one happening




